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INTRODUCTION.

IX) you remember the fable about the blind man who, upon discovering
the trunk of an elephant, declared the beast to be "very like a tree?"
lie was unable to view the elephant as a whole; all he based his Judgment
on was the one thing he came upon, the trunk, and the elephant thus
seemed to be a very simple, understandable animal.

Vo understand Industrial

Arts and to asoertaln whether or not it has a place in our school curri¬
culum, we must understand the eoonomlo, political and social development
of man and his society before wo can use intelligent Judgment in arriving
at a definite conclusion as to Why Industrial Arts?
PRIMITIVE SOCIETY.
The life of the primitive man consists in acquiring the means for
the satisfaction of the wants of the body - food, clothing and shelter
and, on the other hand, in avoiding the enmity of the world of spitlts
thru forms of worship.
The education of the primitive man consists then in these two pro¬
cesses :

The first is the training necessary to the satisfaction of the

practical necessities of life, to hunt, fish, use weapons, prepare skins
wnd secure shelter, as well as how to do each of these things in that
definite, prescribed way whloh, through the experience of the clan or
family, as interpreted by the 'medicine man’ has been found to accomplish
the results desired.

The second is the training in the elaborate pro¬

cedures, or form of worship, through which it is neoessary that every
member of the group shall go in his endeavor to paoify the Bpirit world
or cultivate its good will.

From this training comes the primitive ex-
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planation of things, for anlmian is for the primitive man religion, philo•ophy and science, all in one.

It la from these gems that philosophy,

science and the natural religions have evolved.
' lie theoretical education of the primitive man, however much it may
differ from the theoretical education of civilized wan, ia the same in
kind and in purpose.

Through It he endeavors to obtain on explanation of

life, a conception of reality, an understanding of nature and

processes

and of the relation of the material to the immaterial world.
The fundamental social institution is the family and, in the earliest
stage, the sole educational institution.

The primary division of labor,

that between man and woman, necessitated that training in warfare and the
chase should be given by the men, and the preparation of food and clothing
and securing of shelter should be given by the women.

But even with the

subsequent stage, when special ability in making weapons, in tatooing, in
fishing, in weaving, in curing hides, etc. made far more definite this
division of labor, and when the latter became the means for practical edu¬
cation, nevertheless the process remains one of unconscious imitation.
TRANSITION FROM PRIMITIVE SOCIETY.
Later in the transition from primitive life to the lower stages of
civilization, as these specialized callings bectsae fixed i£ given families
and it became desirable to transmit the specialized abilities from father
to son, a further step in the evolution of the educational process takes
place in the formation of the caste system.

Education on the practical

side has now developed a definite institutional organization, though of a
most general character.

So far as the individual is concerned, however,

education is still non-progressive, for there is no development in aim or
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oonoeption of education, or of individual life, and little change in
method,

Bo far it is what to do and the how to do it.

TnrORFTKJiiL education.

Therefore, when oonditione of life became somewhat less harsh, and
hence the friendly spirits beoane more numerous, religious ceremony grad¬
ually ceased to be so oloaely connected with the clan ae with the small
family group.

This worship then is transferred to the patriarchal father,

the head of the family group.

The father then becomes the one who trains

the younger generation in the proper way of doing things.

Hie duties are

aimilar in function to that of the hebrew prophet at a higher stage of
aoclal development.
duties.

Here the priests taice over the father's religious

Thus doctrine becomes embodied in a system of generul truths

with concrete application, both of which require instruction by the priests.
Here in training the priests is added the "why it Bhould be done."

This

inquiry into the moaning of these ceremonials and the attempts at a
further interpretation of doctrines beyond that given to the multitude
gives use to the flrut reel processes of instruction and the first edu¬
cational institutions.

Among the ancient Egyptians and Chaldeans, these

schools appeared.
ORIENTAL EDUCATION.
Oriental education accomplishes its great purpose in that it secures
the stability of oociety, the perpetuity of the empire and the conser¬
vation of the paet.

"It is the concensus of opinion that Confucius did

not teach morals for the sake of the individual, but to secure the peace
and stability of the empire," says Lewis.

The greet art with them is

that or confluot.

It* aim la not to daTelop the individual, but to

auppraaa lndlvl4uUl«y; not to ..cur. .octal ProKr..B but .octal atablllty.

Th. content of their literary education haa little direct

connection with the practical need, of every day life, in that it con¬
tain. no arithmetic, geography, training in practical art. or atudy of
national resources.
grto: contribution.
For the first time in Greek education, some expression of indi¬
viduality is thot desirable for social stability and welfare.

Here is

found the ideal of knowledge for its own cake and ae the right of all
Instead of the privilege of the few.

Aristotle says that the aim of

life is "living happily" and "beautifully."

Ike best expression of their

civilization at least indicates to us their realization of this high
ideal.

Add to this the one great elemnnt since added to civilization

thru tha Christian religion and the ideal now fonnulated for our life
and for our educational process is but slightly advanced.

The Greeks

have defined for all tine those things that have been by ell ages deemed
the most worthy objects of the present life, aesthetic enjoyment, in¬
tellectual power, moral personality, political freedom and culture.
RCME*S CONTRIBUTION
The genius of the Romans was a practical one, the greet merit of
which was that it accomplished concrete results by adapting means to
ends.

They have given ua our institutions of eooiety.

The home was the

Important center of learning and the family the social unit, because they
were interested in the forming of moral character.

The training of boys

was either through an apprenticeship to the soldier, the farmer, the states¬
man or by actual participation in those activities that were later re-
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quired of them as citizens.

In the grammar school the object was to

give a raaatery of the language, a oorreotnese of expression in read¬
ing, in writing and in speaking.

Here quintilian shows the superior¬

ity of public school education over private tutorial education.
IMPERIAL PERIOD.
How, with the imperial period civic virtues rapidly disappear.
This large free population had for generations come to look upon them¬
selves as the lords of the earth.

They had few political and military

obligations or opportunities for activity.

They were shut out from

all mercantile and industrial pursuits by the immense class of slaves.
They were supplied at Rome and the immediate vicinity with all the
necessities by the lavish distribution of food and even of money by the
emporers.

Their religion offered no restraint to their vices and no be¬

lief in a future life.

Tacitus said of imperial society, even in his

own time, "Virtue is the sentence of death."
CHRISTIANITY.
In its reaction against the corrupt society of the last pagan cen¬
turies, life in the early Christian church was a schooling of very great
importance.

The early church was concerned with the moral reformation

of the world, which sorely needed it.

Thru the high standards of per¬

sonal morality, as expressed in the Sermon on the Mount, the church en¬
forced a moral education that was entirely new in the history of the
world.

The monks, however, permitted no change, no preogress.

They made

no provision for the individual in the world of life, as they themselves
were separated from It.

REVIVAL OF LEARNING UNDER 0HARLRMAO1IE.
Ercry monastery and every abbey to have its school, where boys
lany be dutught the 1 salms, singing, arithmetic and grammar.
-

Thus were

laid the foundations of nodorn education and the churter of modern
thot.

Gibbon summarizes the whole now one nt by saying •’The aaporer

strove to acquire the practice of writing, which every peasant now ac¬
quires in his infancy.”
THE HEMAI8SANC1S.
The great educational contribution of the Renaissance was the re¬
covery of reformation of the conception of the liberal education.

This

education aimed at the development of the free mnn possessing individual¬
ity of his own and power of efficient participation in everyday life,
based upon a wide knowledge of life in the past and an appreciation of
opportunities in the present.
REFORMATION.
Another world has dawned, in which things go differently.

The

idea that boys must attend school two or three hours each day ana spend
the rest of the tine at home learning a trade was brot forth.

Vis have

seen so far that education is the reproductive process of society.

It

reproduces the aoolhl heritage into the individual and so imparts to him
the substance out of which flis personality is made.

Education then fur¬

nishes the foundation upon which each new generation is buil$.

The funda¬

mental cause that lifted man from savagery to civilization was the do¬
mestication of plants and animals.

>o when society depended for its
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living upon agrioulture and the handicraft* instead of upon hunting
and fishing, that society had risen from savagery to civilization.

This

caused an increase in population in a given area and brot forth a new
kind of dwelling and increased the (quantity of personal property per person.
Hiio uecumulation gave rise to barter exchange and commerce on a ouch
larger scale than was possible among savage huntoro.

Larger population,

more substantial houses and cororaerce - these taken together meant the
growth of villages and cities.

Slavery began with agriculture, thus the

cause which more than any other lifted mn from the prehistoric to the
historic level of culture was the domestication of plants and animals.
THE NATURALISTIC T 'NIMICY IN 72DOOATXOK,
In Rousseau is found the negation of the conception of education
of the Renaissance and of ell of ito subsequent development.

All of

these had considered education to be the rooking over of th<* child in the
hand of man thru the use of literature, religion and similar aeons into
a being different from the natural being.

In all the preceding period

the educated man was the learned man, the man possessed of social cul¬
ture; to Rousseau, however, the educated man was the well developed nan.
In his individualism lie clearly emphasized the idea of a social education
of a new type.

In his emphasis on the learning of a trade or occupation

as a component part of education, in his emphasis on certain fundamental
social virtues, in his rejection of the formal education of the times
fostered by and fostering in turn the dominant aristocratic classes of
his day, in his emphasis upon the emotional and moral as opposed to the
intellectual aspect of education he introduced some tendencies that have

come to be incorporated, with others already at work In hie own times,
into the noQlolofiioal conception or education.

Hie recognition of the

fact that tlie manual urta might bp a means of mental training marked the
beginning of e new era in education.

It prepared the way for the educa¬

tional methods of Peatalozzi and those who followed in hie train.

How¬

ever, he did not put his theory into prectioe.
PEETALQ&JI

Peetalozzl was one of the men who were impressed by the writings of
Rousseau and decided to put into practice Rousseau’s theory in the field
of agriculture.

"There are two waye of ins true ting’’ said Pestalozzi,

"either we go from wo roe to things or from thing® to words, - mine is the
second method."

Hia thotful experiments with his son had suggested new

Ideas and new principles of education which seemed to him to be particu¬
larly fitted for the regeneration of poor children.

The child’s need for

continual activity suggested utilizing that activity in useful work.

If

children were guarded against fatigue, he that it would be possible not
only to teach them to earn their bread, but to cultivate their intellectual
and moral nature at the same time,

lie thot too that a country life in

whioh the cultivation of the land was combined with some sort of handi¬
craft would provide the best means for teaching the poorest children.
JHXJHBEHG’S IBF-GKT OF SOCIETf.
Fellenberg was equally sure that education as ho ^tiu aound it in
the schools was not what was needed.
fonned as well as extended."

Education, he said,

'must ae re-

It must prepare each individual to live a

useful, happy and moral life; but in doing so, he believed there should
be no attempt to disturb the order of society by confounding the classes.
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n"

that divine wisdom tad stared the order of things so that

sorae men were bom to rule and others to obey and, therefore, that saoh
shotild be educated by his ovm sphere,

ne would divide sooiety into three

classes, the higher (noble and walthy), the middling, nnd the poor.

Hia

academy furnished the inspiration for the manual lebor movement, which
began in America in 1835.
The institution at Hofwyl gave a greet impulse to three types of
schools that followed — the agricultural school, the industrial refoxn
school and the manual labor school.

The firet of these took definite

shape almost iciBedietely in Switzerland and was Intended for the com¬
pletion of the education of farmers after they tad left the elementary
schools.

Hare they received what for that time was an excellent educa¬

tion in the science of agriculture, including chemistry, mathematics,
history, geography and the languages.

A large farm wcs attached to each

school, which was well stacked with cattle and farming implements.

For

five or six hours every day the boys learned practical farming under an
experienced fanner.
APPRENTICESHIP AND SCHOOLING
Apprenticeship was the chief eduoatlonal institution for the middleclass youth of the middle ages.

Up to the nineteenth century the majority

of the people, even in most of the progressive nations, received very
little or no schooling.

Thru apprenticeship the youth received non¬

technical, as rell as technical training.

He war given a general pre¬

paration for life - morel, religious and oivlc inetriction while learning
the practice and mysteriea of his craft.

The mysteries were more or less
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dlffersnt for each craft, but they included such recipes, rules and
the applications of science, mathematics and art, as required.

In

certain crafts, when the apprenticeship waa for a period longer than
seven years, or when the successful following of the craft required it,
the apprenticeship agreement provided for certain schooling.

In some

of the gilds, as time went on, the masters were fined if they did not
teach their apprentices to read and write.
the factory system and its effect upon apprenticeship .
Long before the industrial revolution certain defects in the
apprenticeship system of education in labor and learning had become
apparent.

The traderaen in the mddieval towns were both artisans and

merchants, each conducting his own manufactory and offering his goods
for sals.

As soon as the master became merely an employer

turned

over the management of his apprentices to journeymen, and especially
when he kept from five to ten apprentices to every journeyman, the old
family relationship between master and apprentice, which had been simi¬
lar to that of father and son, necessarily was lost, and with it a vital
factor of the early system.

The small shop then became more like a

factory in its organization, and the tendency was to employ each work¬
man chiefly on the thing thut he could do most skillfully.

In many

oasst apprenticeship was so long that the apprentice lost interest in
his work because he was paid no more than to remain idle.

In 1776 Adam

Smith pointed to this defect and recommended that apprentices be treated
like journeymen and paid in proportion to the little work they could do.
If they spoiled materials thru awkwardness and inexperience, he would
have them pay for these materials.

The education of the apprentice,
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3aitb thot, would in this way be more effectual and always less tediums
and expensive.
In the days when the old apprenticeship system was most effective,
it was under the strict regulation of the gilds, which were composed
of master craftsmen, no journeymen or apprentices being admitted.
this respect they differed from the modem trade unions.

In

VVhen these

gilds were gradulally broken down by the development of the factory system,
as they were in England, the regulating body of the apprenticeship system
passed out also.

The decline of the old pppwnh44eeshlp system was most

marked during the last quarter of the eighteenth and the early part of
the nineteenth centuries, when labor-saving machinery developed rapidly,
especially in the textile industries.
TFT TRANSITION PERIOD.
Before the machinery era,began, there was a transition period when
weaving began to be taken from the homes and housed in "Manufactories".
In New England, for example, a "manufactory" was merely a room or rooms
where several looms were gathered and where a place of business could be
maintained.

These looms were operated by the hands and feet.

the power looms and the spinning-jenny.

These inventions and the demand

for goods brought about remarkable changes.
woman's home industry into the factories.
great rnaaber of cheap laborers.

Then came

They took what had been a
They created a demand for a

They brought into the factory men, women

and children, who worked long hours at low wages.

Thus it was that in one

important industry the old system of apprenticeship gave ’way to that of
factory operatives.

The cruelty and social wastefulness of this system,

both in England and America, was gradually recognized and conditions slowly
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inproved*, but even today, after more than a century of effort, in
eoine places children are being sacrificed to the god of greed,

7,hat

was true in this industry cacao gradually to be true in many others.
With these changes in industry, it wee inevitable that corresponding
change a mutt cone in the system of aohooling; und oo there developed
Sunday schools, part-time schools, factory nchools and continuation
schools for factory workers.
MANUAL LABOR MOV!If JIT IN THE UNITED STATES.
In 1820 Joseph Neef and William Maolure organised whet is known
as ffca tianual Labor Movement in the United States.

It was a plan of

introducing manual inotructlon into the schools on the basis that people
would work about half of the day and would receive academic instruction
during a part of the remaining time.

The idea back of this movement

was quite all right, but did not get very far at this time, because public
sentiment was not ready far what appeared at that time to be a radical
innovation.

Between 1840 and 1800 the sentiment ohanged among business

men, manufacturers, engineers and to some extent ataong school people,
for types of instruction that were not entirely bookish.

During the

Lincoln administration, the Morril Acts were passed, establishing the
land grant college.

The educational leaders at that time held that the

manual instruction was to be general end not specific trades.

In 1873

Professor Woodward saw the need of shop work in the common school; but
as it was not then available there, it should certainly be provided in
a polytechnic school.

The acquisition of this desirable manual skill

requires workshops and tools and teachers; and as such essentials are
not in general to be had at homo or at a cotnaon school, the work must
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b« don® at a polytechnic school.

"Hence, at the earliest possible

moment, in the lowest class, students must enter the workshop."
the bench of the carpenter they should go to the lathe.

From

Wood turning

is an art requiring great Jud@aent and skill, and anyone accomplished
in it will testify to its great practical value.

After wood comes brass,

iron and steel turning, fitting and finishing; then the forge where each
sh ould learn welding and tempering.

This is the alphabet of tools.

Next

will cone their legitimate use ip the manufacture of patterns for oastings,
in the construction of model frames, trusses, bridges and roofs; in the
cutting of screws and nuts with threads of various pitch; and in the
manufacture of spur and bevel wheels, with epicycloidal and involute
teeth - "This shop work course to extend for four years."
MANUAL TRAINING STAGE.
In 1876, at the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia, there ware
exhibited a series of exercises in wood and metal.

There was an evident

need for the development of mechanical skills among those who worked at
trade and industrial pursuits, and the idea also pleased the educator, for
it represented the thing they wanted - general industrial training.
first manual training school was started in 1880.

The

This was a copy of the

old Russian type of instruction and was designed primarily "to keep child¬
ren busy" and the emphasis was placed upon skill, in the subject of wood¬
working.
THE MANUAL ARTS STAGE.
The second period of development was manual arts and was introduced
by Bennett in 1894.
on skill.

T^iis work was also done by hand, with emphasis still

However, some attention was given to the making of useful, well

designed articles.
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THK INDUSTRIAL ARTS STAGE.

The period of industrial arts ouae into existence about 1900.
In this movement the aim was for broad, general orientation or ex¬
ploration.

It was felt that school shop work should provide inform¬

ation and experience relating to materials, processes, methods of manu¬
facture, opportunities for employment mid success of oertnin fundamen¬
tal industries.

Bonser says "Industrial Arts is a study of the changes

made by man in the form of materials to increase their values, and of
the problem of life related to these changes.
LIVING CONDITIONS TODAY.
In a century all lias been changed.

- team and electricity and

sanitary science have transformed the world, the railwuy, steamship,
telegraph, cable, printing press and radio have made the world one.
The output of the factory system has transformed living and labor con¬
ditions, even to the remote corners of the world.

Thousands who were

once needed for menial toil on farm or in shop and home are now freed
for employment in satisfying new wants and new pleasures that mankind
has come to know.

Today there is a standard of comfort and sanitation,

even for those in the humblest circumstances, beyond all previous con¬
ceptions.

The industrial revolution has brot in its train such exten¬

sive changes in labor and in the conditions surrounding home and child
life, that it has completely altered the face of the earlier educational
problem.

What was simple onoe has since become complex, and the complex¬

ity has increased with time. - The leading purpose now is to train for
political and social efficiency in the more democratic types of govern¬
ments, and to impart to the young those industrial and social experiences
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once taught In the home, the trades and on the ftm, but which the
coming of the factory Byatom and city life have deprived them other¬
wise of knowing.

Cubberley say a "Each man and woman should be edu¬

cated for personal efficiency in some vocation or form of service, in
which each can beet realize his personal possibilities and, at the
same time, render the greatest service to that society of which he
forms a part."
Manual, mental and moral discipline was the theory upon which
manual training was introduced.

Not over one-tenth of the boya who

studied manual training have become carpenters or cabinet makers.
As vocational training, woodwork, to the neglect of other tnings, equal¬
ly important, has been ridiculously out of proportion to the world’s
demands,

' hat are the outstanding features of that ideal system of vo¬

cational education which we must try to build?
versal.

First, it must be uni¬

Every citizen must be given a real opportunity under a system

of vocational guidance that recognizes the demands of industry, to secure a vocational training suited to his tastes and talents.
ciple is inferred from the ideals and aims of democracy.

This prin¬

One of the

fundamental needs of every human being is to find himself in a work of
love and art; that is, some work which he can love and in which he can
draw appreciation for his skill and contribution.

The satisfying parti¬

cipation in the economic institution is one of the basic needs of man.
And, plainly, this involves prerequisite training.

Another need is for

an adequate standard of living, which also points to vocational training
as the necessary moans thereto.

Second, vocational education muct not

be separated from liberal education.
1.

Finney, Ross L.

-

PP. 244-249.

To furnish vocational training a-
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lofle for any class or group would be to exclude then from the cultural
benefits of civilization ana, besides that, to make them subsidiaries
in industry itself.

They must share in the intellectual resources on

a basis of equality with other claesos, or else they will become a de¬
pressed, exploited and inferior caste.

The idea of two sets of schools -

vocational for the working classes, and cultural for the cultural classes,
is a false lead, for in its ultimate consequences it will thwart those
democratic ideals for which our forefathers have sacrificed.

Vocational

and liberal education must be articulated into each other, and every
citizen must receivo both.
Third, every youth ought to have an opportunity for participation
in economic activities.

Under the old domestic system, before the in¬

dustrial revolution, almost all kinds of work were closely articulated
with family life, so thet it was an easy and natural thing for adolescents
to participate in industry, and even for children to observe it closely.
But the industrial revolution lias changed nothing more thoroughly than
that.

In manufacture, mining, commerce, transportation, and sometimes

even in agriculture, it is really impracticable for youths to participate
except under circumstances that are objectionable.

Thus the new organi¬

zation of irutetry is depriving young people of something vital, and
there is growing up a very strong, though as yet inarticulate, popular
protest against this deficiency.

Employers complain bitterly that school¬

ing often disqualifies yptimg people for adaptation to industry.

Besides,

it runs in the common sense o? all practical persons that young people ought
to learn to work, because it helps to form their personalities and prepare
them to earn their livings.

No youth is properly educated for democracy

until he has found out by experience how much baokache there is in a dollar
earned by manual toil, and how much skill is involved in good workmanship.
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Fourth*
*fcill®d work.

Training ought to be available for every kind of
This would increase the per capita production in all

fields, which is an ultimate necessity to those rising standards of
living for the messes upon which social well-being depends.
have already been made in spots, and for the few.

Beginnings

7?hat is advocated here

is merely to universalize what we have already begun.
Vocational education is, out of all comparison, the biggeet un¬
solved problem and unfinished enterprise In modern education.
THE '."EAKNT SS OF EXISTING CURRICULUM.
1*
The real difficulty is that the present educatiorusl program has
steadfastly refused to become critical of those social conditions which
do not help to promote wholesome participation and creative endeavor.
The iniquities of life are neither frowned upon nor considered as appro¬
priate subjeot-aatter for our schools, probably in the past because such
materials seem inappropriate in comparison with the usual cultural eontent
of the curriculum but, mainly, perhaps because of a certain timidity
which regards the controversies that would be precipitated as too dis¬
turbing to youthful minds or too liely to interfere with one’s profession¬
al status or economic security.

Consequently, there has been no central

guiding purpose on the part of the school to help the young perceive
the larger ends of productive work in order that they might emotionally
share its spirit and convert it into genuine social service.

It appears

that ». oan no longer afford to exaggerate the thing which we have called
vocation Into the Isolated separation which we have Given It.

Vooatlon

Bust now appear In a new light, aa the various connections which the dis¬
tinctly serviceable aspect, of one’s life have with the total rang, of hie
1.

Harris, Ploksns E.

pp.

66-67.
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nctivities as they touch the doings and expeotatiomi of others.

The

narrowest and heretofore moot menial activity, if It is positively use¬
ful to society, must be humanized by a genuine synthesis of that which
is personally congenial and socially significant.
THE POSITIVE USED.

1#

In order to achieve these ends, it is necessary that all education
be informed, first of all, by the basis hypothesis that life ie a great,
cooperative experiment, where mutual serviceableneEs is not merely dosirable but imperative, if each individual is to attain the highest qual¬
ity of personal self-realization.

The school becomes a specially selected

environment, in which all guidance has as its distinctive and primary
function the oreation of an intelligence that ie sensitive to the ways in
which people are thus mutually inter-dependent.

Second, education must

face the fact of the overwhelming dominance of the economic feature of
life and, accordingly, it must plan to utilize this aspect as the neoeasary
center of education.

In order to do this, the school must seek the or¬

ganizing principle of its curriculum in the practical arts of life, not
in the logical organization of subject matter.

Because there is no place

in a highly raeohenized social order for a parasitic, exploitive existence,
we must aeek new categories for the classification of school materials,
for the present arrangements follow too nicely the older cleavage between
culture and vocation.
(1)

Pickens E. Harris, "The Curriculum And Cultural Change”

D. Appleton Century Company - pp. 67-68.
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CONCLUSION

m2 industrial tendency.

Until recently, the training for citizenship that has always
been assigned as a chief function of state systems of schools has
been along political and social linos.

The aim of education was to

prepare the individual to exercise the right of suffrage intelli¬
gently, to perform the duties of citizenship fully and honestly, to
discharge the duties of office satisfactorily.

For several decades

past in Europe, and in recent times in our own country, a new inter¬
pretation of education for citizenship is being given.

It ia that

education is to make th* individual a productive social unit economic¬
ally and, hence, a valuable citizen.

The commercial and induetrial

advance, of the various nations during the past half century, has been
in very vital relationship to their educational advance.

England and

America have Just awakened to this fact; hence many radical changes
are now being proposed, or even actually introduced into school work.
The demand for education for citizenship has been chiefly met until the
last decade by the introduction of the Study of History, Civics and
Economics into the school, the inculcation of patriotism by various
forme of exercises and by the insistence upon the moral aim of public
school work.

Within the last few years the same ideas have resulted in

a demand for an economic training into the school curriculum.

Especially

in our large urban communities, with great numbers of foreign emigrant?
it is recognized that this is one of the first essentials of good citi¬
zenship, and that it must become a function of the school.
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Some explanation of this chaw, as found In social con¬
ditions, needs to be sought for.

Since the opening of the

eighteenth century all wars, formerly produced by religions or
purely political conditions, have been at basis economic.

With¬

in the present century roost treaties and roost international re¬
lations have been determined by economic conditions.

The jreat

need for national and colonial expansion, the dominant motives
of nations at present, is caused by eoononic conditions; the
power, the stability, the influence of a nation depends upon its
economic etatus.

The rivalry between nations at the present

time ia predominantly an economic one.

The one qualification

of good citizenship that is earning to take precedence over all
A.

other® is economic productiveness.

The wealth of nations and

the per capita wealth of citizens has increased tremendously in
recent times.

The economic productiveness of individuals has in¬

creased in a similar way.

The training in this productive power

has, however, been left for the most part to individual initiative.
This is especially true in our own country.

Hero the great demand

was that things should be done quickly : in the ovorecmlns of great
obstacles the thing that was demanded was rapidity and ultimate
success.

Material has been so cheap, the forces of nature ao

generously leas-towed that in almost every case initiative, ingenuity,
industry, were the only requisites.
no saving.

As la evidenced b-;

Economy in other respects was
-building of railway lines and

of large manufacturing plants, the rejection of machinery and often
of entire plants not worn out, but simply out of date, by the re-

al¬

legation of old inventione to tho roar, by tho increasing de¬
mand for young men with eoiontifio training in place of old
men with practical experience only — all this is now bolng
changed*

T5xe one thing that rival nations, rival regions, rival

films, are no?- coming to rely upon an an offset or a means of
equalization to climatic conditions, racial characteristics, cost
of living, dost of raw materials, is specialization in economic,
technical, and commercial education*
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